Abstract
I. Introduction
Web X.0, the next generation of services on the Internet, has recently become a very hot topic. With many commercial applications (e.g. e-commerce, banking or travel services), new advanced technologies are needed. On the other hand, such progress in technologies cannot concentrate only on communication protocols, new data exchange formats or advance end user interfaces, but also it has to enable users to exchange their private data or to manage their preferences.
The paper brings a vision of a distributed and trusted data framework based on semantic web ideas. The framework aims at accessing distributed data -from the web resources or services -respecting users' preferences, which can be based at least on their experiences with particular data provider.
The whole vision is based on a simple scenario:
Let be resource A, resource B and resource C available providing general information for traveling. Furthermore, a user issues a question of which country is Prague the capital city? Assume that resources provide the following as output for the given query: A provides the Czech Republic; B provides France; C provides Prague to be ordinary city in the Czech Republic. User is surely given by a complicated task of deciding to which resource she should trust. Such decision is much simplified if user has had some previous experiences with resources.
This issue can be solved using well known layer architecture of the semantic web, where the very top level copes with trust. Trust has been used in many research areas for different purposes [14] , [12] , [9] , [23] , [18] , [20] , [21] , [11] , [19] , [35] ; especially the paper is concentrated on computer systems. All these applications managing trust, that have been proposed, justify our assertion that a trust is very important, and its importance for the next generation of services on the Internet is indisputable. From the paper point of view, trust can be also used for simplifying data sharing.
The paper presents a refined framework that utilises following three research fields to overcame the problem with sharing and accessing the data over various services on the (future) Internet:
• data processing • data integration • dynamic trust management The paper is organized as follows. The section 2 presents the related approaches. The section 3 starts with a proposal of an internal formalism, and shows its connections into the semantic web and relational databases. Then the issue of inconsistency checking and solving is presented. This issue leads to the advanced source quality analysis trought a trust definition. Finally, the main advantages of this preliminary work are given as well as future aims.
II. Related Work

A. Functional Dependency System
In many approaches, the data are not considered only as they are, but are extended by some additional characteristics expressing their structure, which they respect. The data structure characteristics depends on the format, in which data are presented. The presented approach is somewhere in the middle of relational databases and semantic web documents.
For the purpose of the paper, the data structure includes at least the functional dependency system F and attribute active domains D α .
The functional dependency is a logical relationship between attributes. The consequence of a functional dependency A i → A j between attributes is a unique assertion from a left side attribute A i value to a right side attribute A j one, i.e. an existence of corresponding injection I between related attribute active domains.
The set of functional dependencies represents a functional dependency system over the data source. The functional dependency system plays an important role in various approaches, for example, its analysis enables the effective data storage (satisfying a higher normal form [5] , [16] ). Many of these tasks belong to NP-hard problems [4] . The effort of the functional dependency system knowledge is such strong that it is useful to estimate it from data [26] , [13] , [38] as the best available approximation of the missing or unpublished schema.
B. Data Integration
The data sources are constructed independently on other ones, their schemas are designed by different designers, for different purposes or from a different point of view. This is the reason why these schemas are at general heterogeneous.
On natural need of advanced data source co-processing, the correspondence between their schemas has to be established. The problem of finding such correspondence is called schema matching [31] , [33] . It is a basic problem not only in data integration, but also in data warehousing [8] , data exchange [22] , information retrieval, ontology alignment [29] etc.
The data integration issue involves schema matching. The matching operation takes two schemas as an input and produces mappings describing relationships between schemas as an output. The task of finding such mappings is a topic of many research projects. However, until now it has been solved mainly manually. This has significant limitations -it is time consuming, prone to errors and expensiveness. Therefore there is an effort to automatise the task as much as possible.
(Semi)automated approaches [27] aim at using knowledge from data sources together with another additional external knowledge (such as an ontological description) in order to obtain the mappings. The obtained results of such automatised processes are called matching candidates, and the user just needs to (manually) tune the returned mappings to warrant their correctness. This is because the schemas often have some non-expressed semantics affecting the mappings or it is not possible to make fully automatically a unique decision about the rule preference.
The schema correspondences can be searched in many ways. The approaches can be basically distinguished according to the level, at which the schemas have been compared [24] :
• and any of their combinations Approaches comparing particular schema attributes can be based on their names (optionally taking into account also known synonym relationships or using lexical techniques), data types, active domains; some of them deals also with the structures of the sources. Matching possibility obtained in this way is often expressed using some similarity measure, which can be based on:
• probability [28] , • cosine measure of particular attribute feature vectors [34] , • some other measures describing the number of explored aspects in which the attributes correspond [37] . Occasionally, some additional techniques like candidates refinement [10] or machine learning [36] can be used.
C. Trust Management
Trust management systems can be categorized into 3 categories:
• a credential and policy based trust management; • a reputation based trust management, and; • a social network based trust management. This categorization is based upon the way adopted for establishing and evaluating trust between entities.
A Policy based approach has been proposed in the context of open and distributed services architectures [6] , [25] , [15] , [3] , [7] as well as in the context of Grids [2] as a solution to the problem of authorization and access control in open systems. Its focus is on the trust management mechanisms employing different policy languages and engines for specifying and reasoning on rules for the trust establishment. Since the primary aim of such systems is to enable access control, trust management is limited to verification of credentials and restricting access to resources according to policies defined by required resources owner [17] . A resource owner provides an access to a restricted resource only if verification of the credentials has been done successfully. Nevertheless, policy based systems need the requesting entity to establish trust with the resource owner, which unfortunately implies the fact that policy based systems do not provide a complete generic trust management solution for all decentralized applications.
On the contrary, Reputation based trust management systems provide a way in which entities may evaluate and build a trust relationship between resource provider and requester. Reputation approach emerged in the context of electronic commerce systems, e.g. eBay. In distributed settings, reputation-based approaches have been proposed for managing trust in public key certificates, P2P systems XREP, mobile ad-hoc networks, and recently, also in the semantic web [9] , NICE [23] , DCRC/CORC [18] , EigenTrust [20] , [1] , [21] , [11] , [19] , [35] . Typically, the reputation-based trust is used in distributed networks where any involved entity has only a limited knowledge about the whole network. In this approach, the reputation is based on recommendations and experiences of other users/sites. A trust value assignment is a function of the combination of the peer's global reputation and the peer's perception of that entity.
Social network based trust management systems utilize, in addition, social relationships between entities to infer trust. In particular, the social network based system views the whole structure as a social network with relationships defined amongst entities. This social network can be further used as an input for deduction of trust among entities. Examples of such trust management systems include Regret [32] , NodeRanking [30] .
D. Dynamic Trust Management
The reputation systems have been shown to be suitable for maintaining trust in decentralized systems. Trust can be, beside the other applications, used for access control in many distributed environments with little or no centralized control. Nevertheless trust in P2P, mobile databases, the semantic web as well as in the real human society is highly dynamic. This fact have led researchers to investigation and the proposals of new approaches for treating trust dynamics.
In most approaches trust is defined as a vector comprising few factors contributing to the overall trust value (e.g. [11] ):
• the short term trust factor, • the long term trust factor, • the penalty factor. These factors are then combined into one value of dynamic trust metric of a particular connection between entities. The purpose of the factors can be generalized as an effort to accommodate sudden deviation in normal behavior of an entity (so-called oscillation) together with long term behavior observation. The penalty factor makes reaction of the system (decrease or increase of trust level) in response to user behavior.
In the following equation we generalized dynamic trust definition accordingly to our observation:
where T (t) stands for the trust level, T P (t) is a personal observation of an entity, T D (t) is derived trust based on reputations and M (t) is an entity behavior model. All components consist of long as well as short time factors.
• T P (t) is a trust level derived from the history of interaction between the entities. It reflects the trust driven by the entity experience itself.
• T D (t) stands for the reputation of entities given by the others.
• M (t) is a model of behavior of an entity, through which is achieved the personalization. We cope the personalization as a very important, since in the huge networks users will probably differ in the handling of trust.
III. Framework for Trusted and Distributed Data
Let be a source S internally described as a pair including the data model M S and instances I S respecting the model. For the purpose of this paper, let model consists of a set of attributes A S , an unary functional dependency system F S ⊆ A S × A S , and attribute active domains {∀A ∈ A S : D S α (A)}. Further, let be each object t k described by a subset of elements E S = A S × D S -attribute-value pairs. In this notion, the source should be described by binary matrices instead of sets [38] :
• Functional Dependency Matrix is defined as a binary square matrix Ω S :
• Instance Matrix is a binary square matrix representing instances of unary functional dependencies as implications between elements:
• Attribute Active Domain Matrix is a binary matrix ∆ S , which
• Element Value Assignment Matrix is a binary matrix ∇ S , which
The proposed formalism can be naturally expressed as triples (x i , X, x j ) in the base B, where X is the instance matrix Φ S , the functional dependency system Ω S , etc:
These triples can be easily transformed into RDF semantic web format and vice versa.
A. Accessing the Source
The data of the source can be accessed using the instance matrix multiplication by a vector x, which activates all elements in a query q:
Due to transitivity, the result can be generally reached in κ steps, at the worst case in |A S | steps. The full form of the matrix, corresponding to its transitive closure, can be evaluated by:
In the following, the full forms of the matrices will be considered.
The algorithm evaluating the result can be implemented in more effective way using indeces over sparse matrix instead of the (huge) matrix multiplication.
B. Checking the Source
The source should be checked for inconsistency in the instance matrix. The instance matrix Φ S is consistent, if each instance corresponds to a functional dependency, i.e.
The second issue is to verify that all relationships marked as functional dependencies in Ω S are true, i.e. if they warrant unique assertion of a right side attribute value. The relationships, mismarked as valid, can be handled using 1 :
Principally, this mechanism verifies the fact that each element thought its corresponding row in the instance 1 The operator returns the matrix activating positions, which satisfy the item comparison to the integer. matrix activates at most one element per attribute. If any test fails, all instances of such corrupted functional dependencies have to be removed from the instance matrix to solve the local data source inconsistency 2 .
C. On Accessing Several Sources
On accessing several sources S i ∈ S , the final result will cover knowledge from all sources. There are two basic formalisms expressing all sources as a one whole thought correspondences:
• between a local and global schema (GAV/LAV) as known from relational schema matching.
• between local schemas being close to the semantic web vision enabling the local sources to link externally defined resources.
(13) The correspondences can be defined directly between local sources without a need of any global view or via a global schema using a transformation :
The correspondences should respect more general relationships -for example the attribute matching between the sources. In this way, the attribute matching can be defined as binary matrix
D. Attribute Matching Design
The element matching matrix Γ (Si,Sj ) , respective the attribute matching matrix Π (Si,Sj ) expresses the facts that an item (element or attribute) of the source S j in the matrix column corresponds to one in the row of the source S j . Moreover in the similar way as at the local sources, only instances of more general relationships should be allowed; in this particular case, only correspondences between elements related to the found correspondences at the attribute level are enabled, i.e.
The operator is used for item per item multiplication.
The matching matrices can be defined as binary; if the attributes correspond to each other, the relevant position in the matrix will be set. The activation transforms a query to the schema used by the particular local source, and then, after the subquery is evaluated by means of the local source, to transform a result back into the original schema.
This paper restricts the matching between attributes only to the attribute equivalence:
The candidates of attribute matching instances are all the elements of the same value e I = (A * , v) ∼ e J = (A  *  , v) , where e i ∈ E Si , e j ∈ E Sj . In the matrix notation: (18) All these candidates are restricted to the useful ones using formula (16) .
E. Measures Supporting Attribute Matching
On the other hand, the attribute matching can be (generally) designed by the third party and it is based on designer's interpretation of the source schemas. Unfortunately, the designer may misinterpret the schema and consequently inserts invalid matching rule.
Therefore, there is an effort to weight the correspondences by an indirect supporting measure. This measure can be based on an advanced analysis of each particular source characteristics.
In the particular case of this paper, the measure can be based on the similarity between attribute active domains; the similar attributes will have the similar active domains.
This equation can be expressed also in the matrix form. Firstly, the equivalent elements in both local source subdomains given by the attribute matching matrices Γ (Si,S ) , Γ (Sj ,S ) are obtained:
The norm (amount of elements covered at least by one source) is
Finally, the support for attribute matching can be evaluated as (using matrix item per item zero-tolerant division):
In this way, the attribute matching uncertainty consideration leads to only relative activations from the interval 0, 1 . This relative activation expresses the possibility of invalid rule usage. Because the final result evaluation is driven by the weighted sumarisation via (12) , the element will be activated as in the original (unweighted) case, but the degree of the element activation will be driven by the rule weights.
Moreover, this approach can be used not only for weakening of known matching rules, but also for (semi)automatic design of attribute matching rules.
F. Inconsistency in Merged Instance Matrix
While the consistency of data from local sources is warranted (by the source or at least by (11) formula), the merged virtual instance matrix may not be consistent.
This inconsistency is caused by the situation when instance matrix of one source covers some φ I ij , and another one covers φ J i k , where the element e i , e i are integrated (at element as well as at attribute level), and elements e j , e k are of attributes marked as equivalent at the attribute level.
The possible reasons for this inconsistency are:
• the attributes of elements e i and e i are not same -the matching rule of left side attributes is not correct.
• the attributes of elements e j and e k are not same -the matching rule of right side attributes is not correct.
• one source presents incorrect data Generally, the centralised virtual system (providing an integrated view) has no ability to change the data in the local sources, it can only penalise such parts, which cause the inconsistency. On the other hand, the system can provide recommendation for the local sources to change their instances.
When the recommendation is not accepted, the central system may penalise the instances, the relationships or the sources. All the instances (or relationships) should be penalised in the form respecting:
• uncertainty of matching rules (the penalisation will be smaller when the second matching rule is valid with higher uncertainty) • amount of inconsistencies caused by the rule consideration Note, the system has to save the instances causing the inconsistency to keep the completeness of the result, but it can penalise them to minimalise the impact of the inconsistency.
G. Source Quality
Weighting of the attribute matching rules plays a helpful role in a source quality handling. The weighting can be used in situations when two sources provide inconsistent results. The global result then can include both returned inconsistent elements with different preferences. These preferences are based on the levels on element activations. From this point of view, the final result will cover
• both elements of one attribute together with a degree of the activation to keep the result completeness; in this case, the final preference/interpretation is up to an end user, • only the most activated element of the attribute in order of Occam's razor, • the combination of the both previous -for example, the elements with grater than average activation will be included in the result.
The approach above solves the inconsistency only partially -it passively affects only the consequences of the inconsistency. The active solution can be based on the consideration of the source S i quality ρ i ∈ 0, 1 . This quality can be based on the user preferences to the source (in order of the user's trust to the source) or in indirect way based on the analysis of (weighted) amount of inconsistencies caused by the source.
The source quality consideration can be used to evaluate the virtual merged instance matrix extending formula (12):
H. Trust
Reflecting the source quality using (23) defines preferences of the centralised system, i.e. the ρ i expresses the degree of a trust of the centralised unit to the source S i . The semantic web environment due to external entity definitions is generally decentralised -the documents refer to the entities by URI, which may correspond to another document with extending data about the referenced entity.
This fact naturally leads to need of a decentralised trust management system. In the proposed formalism point of view, the semantic web documents cover the instance matrix Φ Si as well as all used element matching matrices Γ S * ,Si . This is the reason, why the issue needs to be solved using the reputation systems to handle trust between both sources together and users to sources. Because source instance matrices are in practice frequent changed, evaluating trust is strictly dynamical issue with need for respecting the historical previous behavior of the source (in order of the mentioned formula (1) ). This enables to prefer the sources (obviously) presenting information about new changes in the source field instead of the conservative ones.
IV. Conclusion
The paper dealt with a vision of a distributed and trusted environment for sharing data on the Internet. The vision is motivated by new trends in the area (as the semantic web) and by need of a new effective approach to the data searching in this environment. The current searching engines became less effective for continually increasing amount of web documents -the information is presented in the strongly redundant way. Because of a naturally reduced ability of end users to analyse the whole returned result, the obtained information may not cover all the knowledge, i.e. may not be complete. For example while the user analyses the first ten documents (which are marked by a searching engine as the most relevant), some parts of the information can be presented in the rest of documents skipped by users. It consequently means that it is currently hard (expensive) to obtain all available information in the given time.
This issue leads to need of expressing data in the form automatically processable by machines, for example, in some semantic web format. While the current approaches deal with separate issues as data integration or the trust management, the paper focused on finding the processes affecting the aspects of all these issue advance.
The paper presented the first stage of the vision of such distributed environment for sharing data. For this purpose, it defined formalism very close to the semantic web one (using the binary matrices to express the relationships) and showed several known issues from the formalism point of view.
The paper detailly mentioned several issues, for example handling a support for data integration, especially for attribute matching rules, solving the inconsistency of the integrated system or defining trust for handling the source quality. The paper proposed to weight relationships (i.e. generalise the binary matrix formalism to the 0, 1 interval) -the attribute matching rules are weighted by its support over attribute local active domains and a result of each particular local source is weighted by the source quality. These arrangements enable to express the uncertainty of integration rules or of data in the sources -the result should contain all relevant parts of requested information and allows the end user to make own interpretation about the returned result.
The paper is novel in the combining these data approaches with the trust management (as one of higher semantic web layers) and use this management to solve the inconsistency caused by the uncertainty of data sources or their integration. The issue is complicated by a fact that the process of handling data is strongly dynamical -not only due to the fact that the data from (web) sources are frequently changed, but also one kind of uncertainty affect other kinds. From this point of view, the issues connected with a trust definition may play an important role.
A. Future Work
The paper presents a work in progress, the formalism and connected functionality has been implemented in a range as presented in the paper. These parts will be used for the future work aims, which are not only restricted to:
• to define precisely all the effects of penalisation driven by an inconsistency detection. This penalisation may be processed in various levels -from the instance, thought attribute to source one.
• to implement a functionality connected with trust handling in a totally decentralised way and to compare this solution with the centralised one.
• to run a huge experiment covering several frequently updated sources to prove correct dynamical features • to use a (semi)automatic design of the data structure and data integration rules and connect these approaches to extractors analysing current web documents.
